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Mid Company Fund—Investor and Institutional Share Classes 

 

The U.S. equity market rose dramatically in the second quarter in response to aggressive fiscal and 

monetary stimulus, along with robust federal subsidies to the U.S. healthcare system and COVID-19 

vaccine development. Although the U.S. equity market drifted higher overall in the third quarter, each week 

has felt like it is one part of a recurring triad of two steps forward and one step back. Positive developments 

in coronavirus medical treatments and vaccines have raised perceptions of macro-economically sensitive 

businesses. However, downward equity-market gyrations and investor uncertainty have emerged regarding 

the upcoming election, Congress’s inability to create a new economic stimulus package, and the Federal 

Reserve having to think of new ways to support the U.S. economy.  

 

Commentary from most of our portfolio companies reflects an abrupt uplift in operating conditions in the 

middle of the second quarter. However, as stimulus checks and enhanced unemployment benefits have 

been exhausted, some of our more consumer-facing companies are concerned about another slowdown in 

the third quarter. In contrast, most of our companies that service other businesses have seen steadier 

demand, as many of their products are key to the longer-term strategic needs of their customers. 

 

Although a strong and buoyant economy tends to lift all businesses, we focus on what we believe to be 

Exceptional Growth Companies with products and services that save time, lives, money and headaches, or 

provide compelling value to the consumer. Many are mission-critical to households and businesses. As an 

example, we have long prized our investment in Veeva Systems. The company ensures drugs are 

marketed to doctors in a regulatory compliant fashion and has a fast-growing software portfolio for drug-

trial oversight that we believe is rapidly becoming an industry leader. In the current pandemic, when drug-

trial patients have had restricted access to doctors and when trials are launching for new COVID-19 

vaccines and treatments, we believe Veeva has adapted to offer some of the most robust and versatile 

software tools on the market.  

 

Similarly, the humbly named Tractor Supply Company has also done well in the current period of health, 

economic and political crosswinds. At its core, Tractor Supply Company is a consumer-staples business, 

with half of its sales coming from animal feed that its rural lifestyle customers need in both good and bad 

economies. Another observation across our portfolio is that the companies that broadly embraced digital 

and omnichannel sales strategies have done well. Tractor Supply fits that bill, as the 31% sales growth in 

its July earnings report reflects expanded mobile and Web options to sell in a socially distanced 

environment. On the other hand, many of Tractor Supply’s competitors have failed to build those same 

sales tools and missed the opportunity to consolidate market share. 

 

From quarter to quarter, the equity markets will latch onto varying themes to drive appreciation in select 

baskets of equities. We believe it is difficult if not impossible to figure out those themes in advance and on 

a quarterly basis. The history of Brown Capital shows that one of the best paths to investment 

outperformance is to identify Exceptional Growth Companies (EGCs) and to be patient and tolerant with  
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these businesses as long as their actions are consistent with our investment theses. Identifying what we  

believe to be EGCs requires deep research and adherence to a team-based decision process that 

incorporates a myriad of teammate views.  

 

For the quarter ending on September 30, 2020, the Mid Company Fund underperformed the Russell 

Midcap® Growth Index, which rose 9.33%. Year to date, the Mid Company Fund outperformed the  

Russell Midcap® Growth Index’s 14.37% return. Please read details below on a couple of our bigger 

contributors in the quarter, as well as a couple of holdings that were significant detractors from 

performance. We believe the following commentary reiterates our long-term investment orientation. 

 

Returns—Contributors and Detractors 

 

Among the top contributors to performance this quarter are Charles River Laboratories (CRL) and Bright 

Horizons Family Solutions (BFAM).  

 

Charles River Laboratories is an essential products and services provider to the global pharmaceutical 

and biotechnology industries. In 2019, Charles River was involved in 85% of the drugs approved by the 

FDA. Through its three primary business units, the company produces drug-research models, conducts 

drug-safety trials and discovery services, and sells supplies for manufacturing biologic compounds and 

testing them for impurities. Charles River’s research-models business is the industry’s market-share 

leader. The biotechnology industry’s increased emphasis on rare diseases is a secular tailwind to Charles 

River’s three business lines.  

 

The company began 2020 like many businesses, mired in uncertainty regarding how COVID-19 would 

impact its clients and its profitability. During the company’s August earnings report and business update, 

management raised its sales and earnings outlook above expectations. Reflecting the essential need for its 

products to make life-saving drugs and to conduct crucial drug-safety trials, Charles River’s clients have 

been rapidly bringing employees back to work. Following the recent share-price strength, we continue to 

believe that the company’s industry dominance offers attractive near-term profitability, while its unique 

ability to serve the fast-growing biotechnology industry should offer many years of growth. 

 

Bright Horizons Family Solutions is the leading provider of employer-sponsored childcare and early-

childhood education, with more than 1,000 full-service centers across the U.S., the U.K. and the 

Netherlands. The company also offers back-up dependent care and educational-advisory services. The 

company is substantially larger than its closest competitor, boasting more than one-third of the Fortune 500 

as clients.  

 

Earlier this year, the global pandemic led Bright Horizons to temporarily close more than 80% of its 

centers, leaving open only those serving children of essential employees. As of March 19, 2020, shares 

had declined 53% year to date. We added to our position in late March as we believed the company’s  
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largely white-collar customer base would be eager to use Bright Horizon’s service regardless of whether a 

post-COVID-19 environment was dominated by working in the office or from home. At the time of our 

purchase, we noted that a quarter of preschoolers are enrolled in childcare centers and that this 

percentage has been remarkably consistent for the past 30 years. During this period of uncertainty, Bright 

Horizons had a manageable debt load but it improved its liquidity by raising $250 million of cash from 

investors. Recently, shares appreciated because the company’s COVID-19 protocols have proven 

successful, with the company reopening 65% of centers and guiding that it will have more than 85% of 

centers reopened by the end of the third quarter. With less than 10% of U.S. companies offering childcare 

benefits, we believe Bright Horizons has many more years of high-single-digit revenue growth and low-to-

mid-teens earnings growth once all centers resume operation.  

 

Among the top detractors to performance this quarter are Jack Henry & Associates (JKHY) and RealPage 

(RP).  

 

Jack Henry & Associates provides core technology and transaction-processing solutions to small U.S. 

banks and credit unions. The long-term contracts for financial institutions’ ledger systems make Jack Henry 

a popular choice as these institutions expand services to banking customers. The company’s Banno 

platform allows small banks and credit unions to replicate the digital capabilities of their larger competitors. 

Additionally, Jack Henry’s growing private cloud-based solutions relieve customers from managing servers, 

people and software on site, resulting in savings and allowing them to focus on their banking customers.  

 

This generally stable company experienced an 11% share-price decline in the third quarter as COVID-19-

related safety protocols slowed down Jack Henry’s ability to deploy new products at customer sites. This 

slowdown showed up in both second-quarter sales trends and the company’s outlook for the year. 

Ultimately, we take a longer-term view that Jack Henry remains a critical vendor to its clients. We added to 

our position during the quarter and believe that Jack Henry can drive years of profitable growth by 

continuing to expand its product lineup and by being a cost-effective outsourcing partner to financial 

institutions.  

 

RealPage produces software and data analytics for the multifamily rental real-estate industry to manage 

properties, develop market intelligence and make better operational and financial decisions for properties. 

In particular, we view the real-estate software market as divided between small, owner-operator property 

managers and large, sophisticated, institutional property managers. RealPage serves the institutional 

portion of the market as a popular cloud-based solution among property managers and property owners.  

 

In July, the company reported second-quarter sales and earnings that exceeded Wall Street expectations 

and also raised its 2020 sales-growth guidance. Despite the positive report, management noted that the 

high end of the outlook was contingent on Congress reauthorizing stimulus payments to households and 

enhanced unemployment benefits. At this time, it remains unclear if those payments will be renewed and 

how large they will be. Furthermore, the patchwork of federal, state and local moratoriums on evictions, as 

well as the opacity of how landlords will get reimbursed for missed rent payments, adds further uncertainty.  
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Although we do not enjoy the short-term disruption to the business, we like the long-term outlook for 

greater software adoption in multifamily property management. Reflecting the opportunity for further 

innovation, at its user conference in September, RealPage unveiled new options in smart and connected 

apartments, online resident engagement, artificially intelligent revenue management, virtual leasing and 

several other capabilities. We believe the multifamily real-estate industry has ample opportunity to improve 

its operations through software, creating many more years of low double-digit annual revenue growth for 

RealPage. 

 

Purchases and Sales 

 

There were no new sales or purchases in the quarter. 

 

Portfolio Commentary 

 

The Fund comprised 40 companies and a modest cash position at the end of the third quarter. In the Mid 

Company Fund, we look for mid-sized companies with a deliverable growth plan over our 3-5 year initial 

evaluation horizon. We focus on revenue, not market capitalization, when sourcing new ideas, believing it 

to be a better indicator of a company’s size. When we invest in what we believe to be Exceptional Growth 

Companies, we stay the course unless our theses prove incorrect over our evaluation  

period. Finally, in managing the portfolio, we are benchmark-agnostic; we do not make any investment 

decisions based on the composition of an index. 

 

Closing Thoughts 

 

Thank you for your continued support of Brown Capital Management. 

 

 
As of 09/30/2020*  
Company Name Percentage Held in Portfolio 
Veeva Systems Inc. 5.5 
Charles River Laboratories Intl. Inc.  4.3 
Bright Horizons Family Solutions Inc. 4.0 
RealPage Inc. 2.8 
Jack Henry & Associates Inc. 2.6 
Tractor Supply --- 

 
*Subject to Change 
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      The table below shows the performance of the Fund versus several market indices: 
 

    Annualized 

As of 09/30/2020       Since 

  QTD       YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years Incept.* 

Mid Company Fund Inv. Class 6.12% 20.92% 30.40% 21.43% 14.46% 11.95% 11.32% 

Mid Company Fund Inst. Class 6.15% 21.12% 30.64% 21.74% 14.75% 12.21% 11.47% 

Russell Midcap Growth Index** 9.37% 13.92% 23.23% 16.23% 15.53% 14.55% 12.79% 

Morningstar Mid-Cap Growth Cat.*** 10.20% 16.83% 26.37% 16.09% 15.01% 13.69% N/A 

 
   *The Fund's inception date is 9/30/02.  Inception date for the Institutional Share Class is 12/15/11.   
   Performance of the institutional class prior to 12/15/11 is based on the performance of the investor class. 

 
Performance Calculations Reflect Average Annual Return for periods of one year or more.  
 
The performance information quoted above represents past performance, which is not a guarantee 
of future results. Investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an 
investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current 
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. For performance current to 
the most recent month-end, please call 1-877-892-4226. 
 
**The Russell Midcap Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell Midcap companies  
with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. 
 
***Morningstar Mid-Cap Growth Category - Some mid-cap growth portfolios invest in stocks of all sizes, 
thus to a leading mid-cap profile, but others focus on midsize companies.  Mid-cap growth portfolios target 
U.S. firms that are projected to grow faster than other mid-cap stocks, therefore commanding relatively  
higher prices. The U.S. mid-cap range for market capitalization typically falls between $1 billion-$8 billion 
and represents 20% of the total capitalization of the U.S. equity markets.  Growth is defined based on fast 
growth (high rates for earnings, sales, book value, and cash flow) and high valuations (high price ratios and 
low dividend yields).  
 
Note: One may not invest directly in the index. 
 
An investor should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of the Fund 
carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about the Fund. A copy 
of the prospectus is available at the link below or by calling Shareholder Services at 1-877-892-4226. 
The prospectus should be read carefully before investing.  
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“Net Operating Expenses” are based upon actual expenses incurred by the Fund’s Investor Shares for the 
Fiscal year ended March 31, 2020. Brown Capital Management, LLC (the “Advisor”) has entered into an  
Expense Limitation Agreement with the Mid Company Fund under which it has agreed to reduce the amount of 
the investment advisory fees to be paid to the Advisor by the Mid Company Fund and to assume other 
expenses of the Mid Company Fund, if necessary, in an amount that limits the Mid Company Fund’s annual 
operating expenses (other than interest, taxes, brokerage commissions, acquired fund fees and expenses, 
other expenditures which are capitalized in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, other 
extraordinary expenses not incurred in the ordinary course of the Mid Company Fund’s business, and 
amounts, if any, payable under a Rule 12b-1 distribution plan) to not more than 0.90% until July 31, 2021. The 
Expense Limitation Agreement may not be terminated by either party prior to that date. Subject to certain 
conditions such as Fund asset levels being at certain thresholds and operating expenses being less than the 
operating expenses limit for the Mid Company Fund, the Mid Company Fund may reimburse the Advisor for 
fees waived or limited and other expenses assumed by the Advisor pursuant to the Expense Limitation 
Agreement. Reimbursement for fees previously waived are subject to Board approval and are only applicable 
to fees waived or limited and other expenses assumed by the Advisor in the prior three years. Each waiver or 
reimbursement of an expense by the Advisor is subject to repayment by the Mid Company Fund within three 
years following the month in which the expense was incurred, provided that the Mid Company Fund is able to 
make the repayment without exceeding the lesser of the expense limitation in place at the time of the waiver 
and/or reimbursement or the current expense limitation arrangement. See the “Management of the Funds -
Expense Limitation Agreements” section in the prospectus for more detailed information. Information 
presented in this commentary should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular 
security. There can be no assurance that any securities discussed or identified will remain in the strategy’s 
portfolio or, if sold, will not be repurchased. The securities discussed or identified do not represent the 
strategy’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of the strategy’s 
portfolio holdings. It should not be assumed that any of the holdings discussed or identified in this letter 
have been or will be profitable, or that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the 
investment performance of the securities discussed or identified herein. 
 
Principal Risks of Investing in the Fund: As with all mutual funds, an investment in the Fund is subject to 
investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. There can be no assurances 
that the Fund will be successful in meeting its objectives. Investment in the Fund is also subject to market 
risk, investment style risk, investment adviser risk, market sector risk, equity securities risk, portfolio 
turnover risk, mid-sized companies and small companies risk, and other risks as set forth in the Fund’s  
prospectus. Funds that emphasize investments in mid-sized companies generally experience greater price 
volatility. 

 
More information about these risks and other risks can be found in the Fund’s prospectus. 
 
Distributor: ALPS Distributors, Inc. | Member FINRA/SIPC | 1290 Broadway Suite 1000/Denver, CO 80203 | 
There is no affiliation between Brown Capital Management, including its principals and ALPS Distributors, Inc. 
Call 1-877-892-4226 for a prospectus or additional information.  | Visit https://www.browncapital.com. 

https://www.browncapital.com./

